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To all thon it may concern:
sheet passes the roll 12, a part of the air 5 5
eit known that I, CHARLEs, B. MAxson, a blast passes by the edge of the sheet and
citizen of th United States, residing in
the deflecior 17, by which it is turned
Westerly. in the county of Washingtoi and strikes
downward
and strikes upon the top of the
State of Rhode isiand, have invented a new sheet and, as the sheet advances, more of the
and useful Sheet-IDelivery, of which the fol air blast is deflected until the back end of 60
lowing is a specification.
the sheet is released by assing out of con
My invention relates to the delivery of tact
with the roll 13 and the tapes 16. The
sheets
that
cone
singly
from
any
machine,
sheet
the floats forward and strikes the stop
0. but more especially to any class of machines 7. which swings forward and en its return
where the sheets follow each other in close swing strikes the edge of the sheet, putting 5
succession; and the object of my in prove it bick into position. At the same time the
ment is to provide a delively that will work air blast, which is now blowing on top of the
in connection with that class of inachines sheet. has turned the back end of the sheet
5 in which the delivery of the sheet is not di via and laid it on the pile 1). This air .
timed to corresponi to the novement. of any blast lay be nade by a blower attached to 7)
part of the machine, sinch as 'uling lilachines, the
machine (), it may be obtained from any
calendars, coating machines, &c. I attain suitable source, as from the general air pres
this olject by the mechanisi ilustrated in sure supply of the building, as the source of
20 the accompiliying drawings, in which
does not constitute a part of my in 75
Figure is a side view: Fig.2 a top view; supply
vention,
but the device for using it does
Fig. 3 in end viev. : Fig. 4 a vertical section constitute part of my invention.
of a part of itse nachine on the line A An air last supplied from a pipe of any
3, Fig. 2; and Fig. 5 a detaiied view of ordinary form and delivered from an open
the partial obstruction of the air passage. ing of the necessary form to produce the
Similar figures refer to similar parts effect described, without any controlling de 80
throughout the several views.
vice, will not produce Satisfactory results,
The sides i, standards 2, and gits 3 con as the blast will be fill of “whirls' and
stitia the fait of the machine. The sides irregularities which will defeat the desired
.30 4, eld 5, and buttoli Fi, together with the eiii. To overcome this 1 place across the air
swingiig stop , constitute the box for re
a partial obstruction 18. When air 85
ceiving and holding the sheets. The passage passage
under
pressire
is forced through an open
S receives and iiirii), it is the air from the ing it expands and flies off from its line of
pipe 9. The rolls it) and tapes ti constitute travel in a series of “explosions'; the sheet
35 a part of the delivery of the machine to as shown at 20, Fig. 1 floating on this air
which my mechanisia is attached. The roils current, conforts to this motion with the 90
12, 13, i4, and 15, tapes 16, deflector it, air result that it flaps in an unsteady manner,
passage S., and partial obstruction 18 consti and this prevents its proper delivery on the
tute the aeghai is for controlling the at:- pile 19. The actical of the partial obstruc
40 tion of the sheet.
tion is this:-When the air is forced through
The working of the maehine is as follows: a number of small holes, located near each
A sheet is brought by the tapes 11, and de other and covering a relatively large area,
livered between the rolls it), into contact | the air expands in the same manner, bitt the
with the tapes 16, the tapes 16 receiving expansion is from one stream of air toward
45 their motion from contact with the tapes 11. another, and as the intermediate spake has
When the front edge of the sheet passes the | no source of supply, except these streams of 00
rol 12, the air blast holds it against the air, this, expansion is provided for without
tapes 16 until it reaches the roil 13, when the disturbing the sheet; and while I do not
tapes carry it over and down, the air blast avoid the action of this natural law, I ac
50 then hulding it against the tapes 16 until complish the purpose of carrying the sheet
it passes the roll 14, when the air blast turns steadily forward, by so minimizing its ac 16s
the end around the rol. 14, keeping it of tion that the effect on the sheet is not per
the pile - a) and carrying it forward as ceptible. I prefer to use for this purpose a
shown at 20. When the back edge of the wire screen, but I do not, limit myself to
w
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3. the "tiiti?; ; f : ai' last, a lic
the use of this, its cloth or a piece of perfo
rated woot or n}{iai couit be used to pro of tapes. : : a defect r, located in such re
duce the resill.
lation to each other that tie sheet being
What I clailin as Iny invexition and desire delivered. is at first ield against the tapes
5 to secure by Letters Patent, is
and of the pile, y : he air blast. ar, liter
1. The combination of ai air blast, a line is blown away fro; the tasks and (1 to the
of tapes, the roil 14, a table for receiving pile, by the air last.
the sheets and a stop for arresting the for 4. The coilia i?; if an air last, a line
ward motion of the sheet, located in such of tapirs, and a detect or located in such re
1a relation to each other that the tales wiil : latioi is each otit-i that the passig of the
carry the sheet it; a line of travel toward back eiti of the sileet isyo: it the direct line

t
i
i;

the tabie as far as the rol: 14 and the air
blast wit: then t!: ru tine sheet into a line of
travel corresponding to the surface of the
15 table.
2. The combination of ai air blas
line of tapes, Si Stati

i

the line of travel of the sheet that it will

of the air blast. erii is tie air blast to g;
beyond the lini' (if travel of the sheet and
strike join the defleciir.
II: testimony whereof I have signed my
lius' to this specificatioi in the presini'e of
ty i sistribing wit::esses.

and a defiector, loc

29 change the air last to the opposite side of
the sileei, when line back end of the sheet

passes beyond the direct like of the air blast.
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